
1.  Communication Specifications  
 

1-1 It is an RS-232C-compliant asynchronous serial interface. 
1-2 Since the RS-232C has been set invalid at the factory、it should be used after 

being set valid with the DIP SW in the camera.  
The DIP SW, however, must not be operated during the power is being 
supplied to the camera.  

1-3 The baud rate is fixed to 9600bps. 
1-4 The data format is fixed as follows. 

                 
Data length：        8 bits 

                Stop bit length：    1 bit 
                Parity：        None 
 

1-5 It is non-procedural without handshaking. 
1-6     Communication is executed from the LSB of each byte. 

 
    1-7     Characters that can be used for communication shall be 30h-39h、41h-5Ah of 

ASCII code, namely, 
             
                Capital alphabets     A - Z 
                Arabic numerals   0 - 9 
            and 
                Carriage Return(0Dh). 
 
    1-8     Commands to control the camera shall be constructed by the above-mentioned 

characters and each command shall end with Carriage Return(0Dh) for sure. 
 
    1-9     After sending 1 byte, the host end must stop sending the next 1 byte for 1ms in 

order to prevent failure in communication due to the non-procedural system.  
 
    1-10    The RS-232C communication is set to OFF by the DIP SW in the camera  

at the factory. When using the RS-232C, it is required to set the DIP SW to ON 
with the camera power source being set to OFF. 

             
                 



 
2. Procedure from Power Applying to Communication Start/End 

The commands mentioned in the description hereinafter shall be written using 
characters enclosed in “ “, and Carriage Return shall be abbreviated.  
For example, when it is written "12AB"、it actually means 31h,32h,41h,42h,0Dh and 
data sending. 

 
    2-1     Just after power is applied, the camera sets each function according to data on 

the internal nonvolatile memory and is activated. At this time communication 
by the RS-232C is inhibited. 

 
    2-2     When activation is completed, the camera sends "ACTV" to the host. 
            The host shall send commands to the camera after receiving this "ACTV". 
 
    2-3     At first, the host sends the version validating command "VERS". Then, the 

camera goes into the RS-232C mode.             
 
    2-4     When the camera goes into the RS-232C mode by receiving the command 

"VERS", it sends the microcomputer software version "X1**" and "OKAY" to 
the host. 

 
            For reference：  The first character "X"...Represents a camera of XC series.             

The second character "1"  ...  The product code representing XC-555 
                                                XC-555P sends "2". 
                    Remaining "**"          …  Represents the software version. 
                                                If 10, it means Version 1.0.                
 
    2-5     After sending "OKAY" mentioned in 2-4 is completed, the camera is enabled 

for receiving the setting change command from the host and goes into a wait 
state for reception. 

 
    2-6     The camera receives the command, and sends "OKAY" back after completing 

execution. 
            （The command One Push AWB in 3-4-2 is excluded.） 
 
    2-7     At the time any receive error and/or command error is occurred, "CERR" is 

sent back from the camera. 
 
    2-8     The host must not send the next command till it receives an acknowledgement 

(Ack) such as "OKAY", "CERR" and others from the camera. 
              
 



    2-9     When the host sends “STOP” in the RS-232C mode, the camera sends back 
"OKAY" and then ends the RS-232C mode and returns to the regular operation 
mode. This means that it returns to the state of item 2-1. 

             
3.  Camera Function Setting Command 
    3-1 Gain Setting 
 
        3-1-1   AGC ON/OFF (Shared with 3-1-2 AGC Max Limit, 3 -1-4 STEP gain) 
 
        3-1-2   AGC Max Limit  (AGC ON) 
 
                     6dB       "E220" 
                    12dB       "E221" 
                    18dB       "E222" 
                     
        3-1-3   AE speed    (Shared with CCD Iris => 3-2-3) 
 
                    Slow       "EB00" 
                    Norm       "EB02" 
                    Fast       "EB04" 
 
        3-1-4   STEP Gain    (AGC OFF) 
 
                     0dB       "E200" 
                     1dB       "E201" 
                     2dB       "E202" 
                     :           : 
                    15dB       "E20F" 
                    16dB       "E210" 
                    17dB       "E211" 
                    18dB       "E212" 
 
        3-1-5   Exposure Adjustment (Shared with CCD Iris=> 3-2-4) 
 
                    Over Max    "A2FF" 
                     :            : 
                    Standard     "A280" 
                     :            : 
                    Under Max   "A201"     



   3-2 Shutter Setting 
        3-2-1   Shutter OFF 
                    Sends 2 commands consecutively in the order of "E3**" "E4**".             

（The camera returns "OKAY" to each command.） 
                     
                    Shutter OFF                     "E300" "E400" 
                     
        3-2-2   CCD Iris ON & Max Limit  
                    Sends 2 commands consecutively in the order of "E3**" "E4**".             

（The camera returns "OKAY" to each command.） 
 
                     
                    CCD Iris ON (Max   1/250)       "E360" "E400" 
                    CCD Iris ON (Max   1/500)       "E360" "E401" 
                    CCD Iris ON (Max  1/1000)       "E360" "E402" 
                    CCD Iris ON (Max  1/2000)       "E360" "E403" 
                    CCD Iris ON (Max  1/4000)       "E360" "E404" 
                     
        3-2-3   AE speed    (Shared with AGC => 3-1-3) 
 
                    Slow    "EB00" 
                    Norm    "EB02" 
                    Fast    "EB04" 
 
        3-2-4   Disposal correction (Shared with AGC => 3-1-5) 
 
 
                    Over Max    "A2FF" 
                     :            : 
                    Standard     "A280" 
                     :            : 
                    Under Max   "A201"     
 
        3-2-4   Flicker Less ON 
                    Sends 2 commands consecutively in the order of "E3**" "E4**".             

（The camera returns "OKAY" to each command.） 
 
                    Flicker Less ON                 "E328" "E401" 



        3-2-5   shutter speed (STEP) 
                    Sends 2 commands consecutively in the order of "E3**" "E4**".             

（The camera returns "OKAY" to each command.） 
 
                     
                    1/60 (PAL 1/50)                 "E328" "E400" 
                    FL                              "E328" "E401" 
                    1/125                           "E328" "E402" 
                    1/250                           "E328" "E403" 
                    1/500                           "E328" "E404" 
                    1/1000                          "E328" "E405" 
                    1/2000                          "E328" "E406" 
                    1/4000                          "E328" "E407" 
                    1/10000                         "E328" "E408" 
                    1/20000                         "E328" "E409" 
                    1/50000                         "E328" "E40A" 
                    1/100000                        "E328" "E40B" 
     
        3-2-6   shutter speed (Variable) 
                    Sends 2 commands consecutively in the order of "E3**" "E4**".             

（The camera returns "OKAY" to each command.） 
 
                     shutter speed   |       NTSC            PAL 
                    ---------------------------------------------------- 
                    Slow    1/50    |       - -         "E348" "E400" 
                      :     :       |       - -            :      : 
                      :     1/59.8  |       - -         "E348" "E431" 
                      :     1/60    |   "E348" "E432"   "E348" "E432" 
                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                      :     1/120   |   "E348" "E4B5"   "E348" "E4B5" 
                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                      :     1/250   |   "E348" "E4F9"   "E348" "E4F9" 
                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                      :     1/500   |   "E349" "E418"   "E349" "E418" 
                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                      :     1/1000  |   "E349" "E428"   "E349" "E428" 
                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                      :     1/2000  |   "E349" "E436"   "E349" "E436" 
                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                      :     1/4000  |   "E349" "E46C"   "E349" "E46C" 
                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                      :    1/10000  |   "E349" "E499"   "E349" "E499" 



                      :     :       |      :      :        :      : 
                    Fast  1/100000  |   "E349" "E4FF"   "E349" "E4FF"  
3-4 White Balance Setting 
 
 
        3-4-1   WB mode    3200/5600/AWB/ATW/manu 
 
 
                    AWB        "EA30"  (One Push AWB) 
                    ATW        "EA31" 
                    Manu       "EA33" 
                    3200K      "EA34" 
                    5600K      "EA35" 
 
 
        3-4-2   One Push AWB  
 
 
                    start      "C800" 
 
        3-4-3   AWB Answer (Ack from the camera to One Push AWB in 3-4-2) 
 
 
                    OK         "C208" 
                    NG         "C018" 
                    Level Hi   "C003" 
                    Level Lo   "C004" 
                    Ctemp Hi   "C005" 
                    Ctemp Lo   "C006" 
                     
                ※ A delay up to 10 seconds or so occurs between receiving "C800" and   

sending Answer Back. 
                  Sending commands from the host is inhibited during that period.  
 
        3-4-4   ATW speed 
 
 
                    slow       "EB31" 
                    norm       "EB32" 
                    fast       "EB33" 



        3-4-5   R,B-gain    (Valid only when WB mode = Manu.) 
 
 
                    R-gain Min.     "A000"   
                     :                : 
                    Standard        "A080" 
                     :                : 
                    R-gain Max.     "A0FF"   
                     
                    B-gain Min.     "A100"   
                     :                : 
                    Standard        "A180" 
                     :                : 
                    B-gain Max.     "A1FF"   
 
 
    3-5 Video Process Setting 
 
 
        3-5-1   Pedestal 
 
 
                    Pedestal Min.   "AD00"   
                     :                : 
                    Standard        "AD80" 
                     :                : 
                    Pedestal Max.   "ADFF"   
 
 
        3-5-2   Gamma ON/OFF 
 
 
                    ON              "E880" 
                    OFF             "E800" 



        3-5-3   Sharpness 
 
                    Sharpness Min.  "A500"   
                     :                : 
                    Standard        "A580" 
                     :                : 
                    Sharpness Max.  "A5FF"   
 
        3-5-4   Nega/Posi 
                    posi       "EAB1" 
                    nega       "EAB0" 
 
    3-6 System Setting     
     
        3-6-1   Memory Load  Factory/Bank A/Bank B 
                    Load Factory    "EF12" 
                    Load from A     "EF00" 
                    Load from B     "EF01" 
 
 
        3-6-2   Memory Save  Bank A/Bank B 
                    Save to A       "EBFA" 
                    Save to B       "EBFB"     
 
        3-6-3   Output Sel. VBS/YC 
                    VBS        "EA81" 
                    YC         "EA80" 
 
        3-6-4   H-Phase 
                 
                    Shift -Max  "A400"   
                     :            : 
                    Standard    "A480" 
                     :            : 
                    Shift +Max  "A4FF"   
                     
            ※ Valid only when the camera is operating in external synchronization. 


